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Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes

Bug Fix DEV-671 The amenity booking calendar will now display which building the requester belongs too if you have multiple 
workspaces.

Bug Fix DEV-722 Fixed an issue that would prevent you for revising a booking's date/time.
Improvement DEV-551 We implemented a change to enable administrators to prevent offsite owners from booking amenities.

Improvement DEV-704 Added further customization capabilities to the payment details screen.

Improvement DEV-717 Fixed scrolling for pop-ups in amenity booking and group permissions.
Improvement DEV-732 Removed old, placeholder text from the French version of the system.

Bug Fix DEV-733 Implemented changes to address the new Canadian Anti-Spam Legislation. Emails sent by the system should 
now include an "unsubscribe" link, and we made several changes on the back-end to ensure we are 
compliant.

New Feature DEV-714 Added a new feature that allows users to submit ideas for future updates. This is accessed by either selecting 
"Feedback Forums" from the top drop-down or by selecting the light bulb at the bottom right corner.

Bug Fix DEV-685 Fixed an issue where parking permits were not being automatically downloaded when a visitor record was 
saved.

Bug Fix DEV-723 Fixed an issue that would prevent pop-ups in the security console from opening properly.
Bug Fix DEV-728 Added captions to the security icons to make it easier to understand what they represent.
Bug Fix DEV-730 Fixed an issue with the time picker for new shifts in the security module for Internet Explorer 11.
Customer Request DEV-665 Added a new feature to the Security Console that allows guards to create a pass-on log to send to their team 

members.
Improvement DEV-715 Added two additional options to the default list of Incident Report types.

Bug Fix DEV-702 Fixed an issue where Task Tracking was still accessible even if it wasn't activated for the workspace.
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Bug Fix DEV-725 Fixed an issue where the date/time was not correct on the task details and list tasks pages.
Bug Fix DEV-726 Fixed an issue with Internet Explorer that would prevent you from attaching a file to a task.

Customer Request DEV-517 Implemented a change to hide old, deactivated authorizations on the unit details page.
Unit File
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